TAGGERS

CAUTIONS

Gloves, apron and goggles recommended. Do not ingest. If ingested
drink large quantities of potable water. Do not induce vomiting. Never
give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Use ventilation adequate to prevent; cough, hoarseness, or irritation. OSHA approved
respirator recommended. If eyes are contacted, flush with water for
at least 15 minutes. See a physician immediately. If skin is contacted,
wash off with soap and water. Do not apply ointments until a physician is consulted. Clothing that is contaminated should be removed
immediatly. Flush with large amounts of water. Wash in an automatic
machine before wearing again. Dispose of empty container in accordance with local regulations. Consult Safety Data Sheet for additional
information.

GRAFFITI REMOVER TOWEL

PAÑITOS HÚMEDOS PARA REMOVER GRAFITI

1. Access your TAGGERS wipes through the opening
located on top of the pail.
2. Flip-open the lid to allow easy removal of wipes.
3. Pull up on wipe and gently pull at a slight angle. This
will tear the wipe at its perforation, allowing access
to the next wipe. Clean desired surface. A potable
water rinse is required when the product is used in a
food processing facility.

For additional
information
including SDS and
Tech Data Sheet
scan QR code here

TRANSPORT INFORMATION

U.N. Number: Not applicable
U.N. Proper Shipping Name: Cleaning Compound, Liquid
NOI
Transport Hazard Class(es): Not applicable
Packing Group: Not applicable

GRAFFITI REMOVAL TOWEL

DIRECTIONS

INGREDIENTS

TAGGERS

TAGGERS is the latest containerized towel from SUNRISE. These amazing towels are impregnated with a
graffiti-removing formulation of solvents and detergents.
The self contained canisters of TAGGERS provide the
user with a portable tote, enabling easy removal of minor
graffiti and other soiled compounds, from hard surfaces.
The closed canister will prevent drying of the towels, making them ready to work when you are. They are ideal for
line trucks, maid carts, park departments, buildings and
grounds departments, golf pro and cart shops, housekeeping departments and virtually all areas where graffiti and
general soil are a problem. TAGGERS TOWELS ARE
BIODEGRADABLE AND DISPOSABLE.

PART #4020
READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USING
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Citrus Distillate 68647-72-3, Di-BasicEster 1119-40+-0, Distillates, Hydrotreated
Light 64742-47-8, *Aliphatic Glycol Ether 112-34-5

HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

Signal Word: WARNING
Precautionary Statement(s):
• Possible skin and eye irritant
• Respiratory tract irritant
• Swallowing will cause gastrointestinal irritation

H.M.I.S.

Toxicity:0 Fire: 0 Reactivity: 0 Special: N.A

Hazard Symbol(s)

SUNRISE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIFIC
800-648-1153
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